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Curfá: 
Bog braon, bog braon, bog braon don tseanduine 
Bog braon ‘s blais féin, bog braon don tseanduine 

Cuir a chodladh, cuir a chodladh, cuir a chodladh an seanduine 
Cuir a chodladh, nigh a chosa, bog braon don tseanduine 

Ubh circe, ubh circe, ubh circe don tseanduine 
Ubh circe ‘s blúirín ime ‘s é a thabhairt don tseanduine 

Arán úr, arán úr, arán úr don tseanduine 
Arán úr, is braon sú ‘s é a thabhairt don tseanduine 

Translation: 
Chorus: 
A warm drop, a warm drop, a warm drop for the old man 
A warm drop and taste it yourself, a warm drop for the old man 

Put to sleep, put to sleep, put to sleep the old man 
Put to sleep, and wash his feet, a warm drop for the old man 

A hen’s egg, a hen’s egg, a hen’s egg for the old man 
A hen’s egg and a little butter and give it to the old man 

Fresh bread, fresh bread, fresh bread for the old man 
Fresh bread and a drop of soup and give it to the old man

from Traditional Irish Gaelic Children's Songs (Amhráin Gaelach
Tradisiúnta do Pháistí), released June 21, 2006
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